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Why should we live in such a hurry and waste of life? 
We are determined to be starved before we are hungry. 

I wish to live deliberately, to front only the essential facts of life. 
I wish to learn what life has to teach, and not, when I come to die, discover that I have not lived. 

– Henry David Thoreau 
 
 
“There is no necessary enmity between technology and beauty, or between care of the soul and development of culture.  Science has as 
much capacity for soulfulness as do art and religion.  But in all these areas we have lived for a long time now as though soul were not 
a factor . . .We have amazingly efficient cars, but marriage is becoming impossible to sustain.  We produce movies and television 
programs without end, but we have little imagination about living in a peaceful international community.  We have many instruments 
for medicine, but we don’t understand except in the most rudimentary ways the relationship between life and disease.  Once in our 
past, in Greek tragedies and comedies, a priest presided over the presentation of drama, indicating that going to the theater was a 
matter of life and death.  Today we place theater and the other arts in the category of entertainment.  Imagine opening the Sunday 
newspaper to the section on movies, music, and other arts, and instead of reading “Entertainment” we found a section called “Care 
of the Soul.”   

from Care of the Soul by Thomas Moore 
 

Spend all you have for loveliness, 
Buy it and never count the cost; 

For one white singing hour of peace 
Count many a year of strife well lost, 

And for a breath of ecstasy 
Give all you have been, or could be. 

from “Barter” by Sara Teasdale  
 
 
Last Sunday evening . . . or actually, in the wee hours of Monday morning, an insistent knocking at the front 
door startled  us awake.    
 
Bleary-eyed and confused, we stood shivering in the doorway while a uniformed police officer explained that 
my partner’s youngest daughter had a head-on collision on her way back to Toronto after visiting us on Sunday 
night.  This drama and trauma had unfolded not 5 minutes from our front door – she hadn’t gotten very far, 
and we, blissfully unknowing for over an hour, puttered around for our usual evening, petting the dog, sipping 
tea, reading a few pages of poetry before drifting off into untroubled sleep.   And at the rude awakening, we 
were more annoyed than alarmed – we assumed she had changed her mind about driving back to Toronto. 
 
The police officer spoke carefully, trying to help us piece together a timeline, trying to make sense of an 
incomprehensible accident in which two cars were completely demolished, and the miracle that both drivers 
survived.    
 
  



All we know is that the other driver broke a leg; my stepdaughter is physically okay, but the ongoing 
investigation to the cause of the accident has turned our lives upside down.  We don’t know what happened or 
why, and for all the questions and measurements and re-enactments, we will probably never know the whole 
story. 
 
As I reflected on how my family might recover from the week’s trauma, and move forward, I remembered the 
lessons of a long-ago conference with Dr. Thomas Moore -- not the 16th century English sainted statesman, and 
not the 19th century Irish poet, but the decidedly living author of  many books, including The Care of the Soul:  A 
Guide for Cultivating depth and sacredness in everyday life. 
 
Years ago, on the last session of the last day of a week-long Minister’s conference Dr. Thomas Moore quietly 
told us that he’d awakened to a phone call early that morning to learn terrible news.  A horrific tragedy had hit 
the quiet little New Hampshire hamlet he called home, a senseless murder – an act of cruelty that we would 
read about in the headlines, and shake our heads, and be grateful it happened “somewhere else” as we move on 
with our own daily cares.    
  
In its aftermath- clergy, psychologists, and social workers were called into the town to be the first line of 
defense to minister to a population collectively in shock, helping the townspeople to process the profound loss 
of safety and security, to grieve in healthy ways the tragic loss of life to a random act of violence masterminded 
by a 19 year old boy who romanticized himself on his Facebook page as some kind of  “destroying angel”.   
 
 Moore cast his gaze around the roomful of us – Unitarian Unviersalist ministers, all -- and asked, “Are 
you prepared?”   
 
 Are you prepared? 
 
 His challenge, this call to attention, cuts to the core of our Unitarian Universalist weakness.  Our 
theologies, we who purport the “worth and dignity of all persons,” whose primary directive is the optimistic 
climb of “progress of humankind, onward and upward forever,” our buoyant belief in the illimitable powers of 
creativity – what can we answer to a people who have encountered tragedy?  
 

“Are you prepared?” he asked.   And for a moment I dared not breathe. 
 
Moore’s time among us for the week had felt baffling to me; he made little attempt to direct our 

conversation, and while he always seemed engaged, did not seem prepared some days, dismissed us early and 
snubbed our sacred cows of scheduling and purpose.  He spoke to us of dreams and being, of soul and spirit, 
and when one of us dared ask him to define his terms, he had politely refused to be pinned down, to be 
succinct or direct or demanding.   And here at last was his “gotcha” on the final day, the ultimate challenge to 
our professions of integrity, selfhood, leadership, ministry:    Are you prepared?    And he pegged us with that 
question:  there is no seminary course, no mandate of ministerial formation, called “Soul Prep 101.”   
 

The context of the challenge revolves around a week spent with Moore in examining the role of soul 
and spirit in the human dynamic.  Like many of my colleagues, I have used spirit and soul as nearly 
interchangeable.  Moore makes a firm distinction, but not a clear one, and so I paint this picture with the 
impressionistic brush of my own bias, and make no claims to portray any reality of Moore’s intent.  May those 
assembled hear that rather than a failing of intellectual engagement, today I accept  Moore’s own challenge  to 
reflect on the material as a dream, with the freedom to interpret it today through my own lens of experience, 
need, and personal mythology (as will you, I trust).   
  



 
With that caveat, then, let me try to explain Moore’s distinction of soul from spirit.   
 
Over the week, I came to think of it this way -- if the body is a building, then spirit is the heat that 

warms its environment, the radiating energy impacting the surrounding air.  But  soul  is  the furnace itself.  
Spirit is the heat – soul is the furnace.  Moore challenged us to consider our enactment and attitude in any 
given moment as being poised at some particular level of engagement from our inner realm to our outer reach.  
That is, first, think of our state of being in any given moment, in any circumstance, as that of a ladder.  The 
ladder is set at midpoint, aiming at the upper end from our hearts to our heads, to community, and upwards 
toward transcendence – that great unimaginable beyond, the interdependent web, the universal mystery and 
majesty, however we project our attitudes and influence into and feel inspired and sustained by from outside 
our hearts.  This is the territory of spirit.   
 

Come back to the centre of self, to our heart, and travel down the ladder now, to deep within ourselves, 
to our hidden wishes, through shadowlands and dreamscapes, dark desires and whispered hopes of ancient 
memory gleaned from the stardust we are.  This is the territory of the soul.   

 
The ladder, suspended at the midpoint of our hearts, is still based in soul.  Without rich and fertile 

grounding, the ladder leading us toward a life of spirit cannot hold, will falter or break, will not be strong 
enough, have reach enough, height enough.   

 
The roots of the soul hold us close, beckon us inward, toward earthliness; the wings of the spirit set us 

free, enliven us to act out our dreams in the world.  Soul loves attachment, spirit soars.  To sustain the flights 
of the spirit, that active engagement capable of facing the depths of tragedy -whether accidental, elemental, or 
through some agent of evil- we must first grow our souls.   

 
And here was the revelation for me, the crux of the matter for our unique Unitarian Universalist ways 

of practicing religion.  We are good at making spirit matter.  We do not generally consent to theologies that 
model a suspension of disbelief; we do not await a heavenly host to attend our needs or those of our 
neighbours; we arrive at the help before attending to some second coming; we do not generally wait for 
enlightenment from on high, but we count on the divinity within.  These are positive leanings in our religion.  
(Thank you, Mr. Emerson.) 

 
But I fear that for myself and other Unitarian Universalists, we rather rely too heavily in the hopes that 

the lofty ideals of our faith, our aspirations of humanity’s purpose as co-creators of meaning and marvel; and 
our promise and practices of social justice in the world will prepare our souls for the darkest of days.  We cite 
Solomon and slight the lessons of Job.  Ironic, that in our exhaltation of the individual, we do not often go 
down the rungs of the ladder, inside into retrospection, that allows for a level of intimacy, of deep sharing, -- 
these things require sacrifice.   
 

The list of those things that nurture a healthy soul will not sound sacrificial – Moore, distilling the 
wisdom of ancient sages, prescribes five doses of soul work:   

 
We best feed the soul with FRIENDS.  Make a phone call. Make a new one.  Send a letter.  Reach out.  

Love and laugh and spend foolish time with friends.   
 
We feed the soul with FOOD.  Intentional indulgences of meals worth  lingering over; good, healthy, 

varieties of food.   
 



We feed the soul with HOME.  Surround yourself with a familiar comfort.  Arrange your space to suit 
you, make it an altar to your aspirations, or a comfortable cave in which to read, or a museum of selfhood.  
Tread lightly and respectfully on earth, our planetary home, remembering that the word ecology means not 
‘earth’ science, but ‘home’ science (Moore 271).  Claim every place you inhabit, however temporarily,  make it 
feel like home. 

 
We feed the soul with BEAUTY – to pay attention to those things that demand our absorption and 

contemplation (Moore 279).  Take a flower, a sprig of spruce, a clump of dirt and set it on the mantle, at the 
doorway, on the table to bring the outdoors in; burn a single scented candle, stick of incense; marvel at faces 
and fingers; go window shopping; walk the winter wonderland both the pristine snow and the muddied gutters; 
paint your own picture, plaster walls with postcards – reminders all for each of our senses that even in the dark, 
we are surrounded by inexplicable extravagant things worthy of our attention – those many elements of both 
lovely and challenging beauty. 

 
We feed the soul with PLEASURE.   Even the saddest tear can feel refreshing, a tender personal rain; 

the sun still lurks behind the cloud, the simple warmth of washing hands under vigorous tap, the aroma of a 
soothing bath; massage your tired feet; revel in the diversity of textures – of rug and fabric of skin and leaves 
and hair and fruit, the smoothness of a ceramic cup the sharpness of the glass.  Feel and see and touch and 
hear all the world’s gifts an offering of sublime and unexpected, undeserved, unwitting pleasure.   
 

Five things – five ways to feed the soul – friends, food, home, beauty and pleasure.  And for what 
purpose?    No other than to sustain the spirit that allows us to forbear those “slings and arrows of outrageous 
fortune” we face in our journeying together as meaning-seeking humans – to ground our toiling spirits in the 
soil of soul, ably prepared to encounter those occasional but overwhelming tragedies, the inevitable pain, the 
senseless violence that remind us the very soul of world aches for the depth of our attention.  Viewed through 
the lens of the soul we have to consider our own culpability in creating a society where we have raised and 
promoted and even elected what Moore calls  “destroying angels” among our number.   

 
The soul itself does not enable us to “overcome life’s struggles and anxieties, but to know life first 

hand, to exist fully in context.”  The “dominating” and persistent emptiness so many complain of in their lives 
“comes in part from a failure to let the world in, to perceive it and engage it fully.”1 Soul work is that of the 
heart, not the head.  Give up trying to understand it.    Instead, consent to pause a moment; consent to deeply 
“feel existence.”2  

 
And you may well ask me, how to grow such a soul – what must we sacrifice?  Specifically, we will have to 

sacrifice some time.  . . .   we will have to sacrifice certainty.  We must give up explanation and understanding, 
and will have to consent to wonder instead. We will have to extend those five soulful practices not just to 
ourselves, but to practice here, together, among ourselves, and with others, even with near-strangers. 
Remember, spirit ventures forth, but the soul craves attachment.  Soul, writes Moore, is “ordinary, daily, familial 
and communal, felt, intimate, attached, engaged, involved, affected, ruminating, stirred, and poetic . . . . . [T]he 
soul of religion lies in an immediate acquaintance with the angelic and the demonic.  It is a daily involvement in 
mysteries and a personal quest for a corresponding ethic.  Without soul, [the seven principles of our Unitarian 
Universalist faith may be heeded without] taken truly to heart and lived from the core of one’s being.” 3 
 

                                                             
1 Thomas Moore.  Care of the Soul:  A Guide for Cultivating Depth and Sacredness in Everyday Life.”    New York:  HarperPerennial, 1994.  
The quote is paraphrased from Moore, page 286.     
2 Moore 260.   
3 Moore 291 with my intrusion of faith-particular practice. 



Given these definitions of spirit and soul, no wonder Thomas Moore feared for our preparedness.  We 
UUs can revere our individuality to the exclusion of community, and sitting at the bounteous banquet of our 
uniqueness, we stand to starve the congregation in the collective kitchen that feeds us.   

 
Moore writes, “Loneliness can be the result of an attitude that community is something into which one 

is received.  Many people wait for members of a community to invite them in, and until that happens, they are 
lonely.  There may be something of the child here who expects to be taken  care of by the family.    But a 
community is not a family.  It is a group of people held together by feelings of belonging, and those feelings are 
not a birthright.  “Belonging” is an active verb, something we do positively. . . . ‘The one guardian of life is 
love, but to be loved you must love’”. (Moore Care of the Soul, 94).   
 

After all:  “Love is the doctrine of this church.”  
 
Feeding the soul of our individual selves, then, leads us on an inward journey that in the heart of its 

maze still rests in our relationships to one another, in our informed attachment to place and faith. 
 

We had planned a service today to be a celebration and promotion of stewardship – where we ask for 
your continued financial support of this congregation –but let’s let today’s message – this necessary hitting the 
‘pause’ button -- be a reminder that our community equally thrives on your commitment and consent to also 
share your time and talents.  At the very end of our first Survey forum last week, we talked about what kind of 
work at the congregation belongs to staff, and what kind belongs to volunteers; and there was a decided shift in 
energy among us when we considered instead of what ‘slots to fill with willing bodies’, we instead approached 
the idea from what are you passionate about and what work are you interested in sharing here at the 
congregation.  What work here or on behalf of the congregation would FEED YOUR SOUL?   

 
I’ve posted a version of this question downstairs in Whitton Hall, with sticky-notes available for you to 

respond .  I hope you’ll take a moment in the coming week to post your thoughts as we consider who we want 
to be as a congregation, and how leadership and I can best support you in  your offering of gifts, recognizing 
that this is a risky endeavor.   

 
Thomas Moore writes:  “To the soul, memory is more important than planning, art more compelling 

than reason, and love more fulfilling than understanding.  We know we are well on the way toward soul when 
we feel attachment to the world and the people around us and when we live as much from the heart as from 
the head.  We know soul is being cared for when our pleasures feel deeper than usual, when we can let go of 
the need to be free of complexity and confusion, and when compassion takes the place of distrust and fear.  
Soul is interested in the differences among cultures and individuals, and within ourselves it wants to be 
expressed in uniqueness if not in outright eccentricity.”   

 
 Each of us face our own daily dramas and traumas -- What, then, is the cure, but as Moore, that able, 
soulful doctor, prescribes, but to attend in times of plenty to lay in stores of soulful treasures that our spirits 
might abide in such times of devastating poverty.  Sing now, while you can sing.  Absorb art; practice foolish 
abandon, and abandon severity.  Replace the harsh word of criticism with an assumption of compassionate 
intent.  Lend that helping hand and a caring ear.  Open the door of your heart and hearth and home and let 
your neighbours in.  Feed the soul – with friends, with food, with home, and beauty and pleasure.  
 
May it be so.  

“Don't ask yourself what the world needs.   Ask yourself what makes you come alive, 
and go do that, because what the world needs is people who have come alive.” 

- Howard Thurman 
 


